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gear
As a campaign setting, Star Trek naturally places less of an emphasis on collecting and using personal gear
than some other RPGs. Its onscreen heroes seem to carry very little besides a tricorder, a comm badge, and
occasionally a phaser. Nevertheless, in this chapter you'll ﬁnd a few necessities for exploring and surviving the
ﬁnal frontier.

RANGED WEAPONS
Disruptor Weapons
Disruptors cause damage by exciting the molecular bonds of targets to such great extents that those bonds are
weakened, or broken, by the energies emitted. This often manifests as explosive force. Disruptors are regarded as
‘brute force’: they sacriﬁce versatility for raw power. They are preferred by the Klingon, Romulan, and Cardassian
militaries, and are widely available on the black market.

Phaser Weapons
Though they appear to emit in a continuous "beam," phasers actually discharge a rapid series of energy pulses
into the target. By adjusting the area and frequency of the pulses, a skilled user can change the lethality and usage of
the weapon. Phasers are regarded as highly technical and elegant instruments, and are preferred by Starﬂeet due to
their versatility.
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Polaron Weapons
These weapons were brought to the Alpha Quadrant by the Dominion. How exactly they work is still a mystery, but
they seem to emit blasts of particles, called polarons, which destabilize living organisms at the subatomic level. The
weapons' rapid ﬁre, snub-nosed military design, and anticoagulant eﬀects make them a favorite of the Jem’hadar
and other professional soldiers.

MELEE WEAPONS
Melee weapons are still common throughout the galaxy, and are relatively unchanged since ancient times.
You’ll ﬁnd everyone from pirates to soldiers to merchants armed with their own culture’s version of a knife,
sword, polearm, or staﬀ. Simply use the weapons found in Savage Worlds with no modiﬁcations. (Star Trek
never embraced ‘laser swords’, ‘molecular edges’, ‘vibro-cutters’ or other common sci ﬁ weapon tropes.)

GRENADES
See the Sci Fi Companion; grenade launchers and all listed grenade types are available in this setting. Any
grenade can be set to detonate on a timer with a successful Knowledge (Tactics) roll, and for proximity
detonation with a Knowledge (Tactics) roll at –2.
NOTE: Grenades are uncommon for Starﬂeet personnel to carry, but they have been shown to exist in all
eras of Star Trek. Security or tactical oﬃcers expecting heavy combat would be the most likely to use them.
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PERSONAL EQUIPMENT

Below you'll ﬁnd a few items of specialized
equipment. These are all readily available on board
any starship, and are not required to be bought.

Comm Badge  $1,000

This simple subspace communications radio is
small and durable, and clips easily onto the front of
an oﬃcer's uniform. A badge acting alone has a
range of about 200km, while tapping into a more
powerful carrier signal (such as a starship's) can send
and receive signals over a distance of light years.

Matter Stabilizer  $5,000

A ﬂexible computerized sleeve worn around the
forearms or lower leg. While activated, it prevents the
wearer from being transported. Unfortunately, it also
causes the user’s ﬂesh to ‘buzz’ uncomfortably; for
every hour of usage, the user must roll Vigor or
suﬀer a level of Fatigue (those vulnerable to
electricity, such as Androids, roll at –4). This can
Exhaust, but not Incapacitate. Recovery takes 2 hours
of non-usage per level.

Replicator  $10,000

Matter-energy conversion catapulted humanity
into a post-materialist society: when most objects
became replicable with a simple voice command,
people felt less of a need to stockpile valuables.
Personal replicators are usually installed in
households and crew quarters, while larger industrial
replicators can be found on planets and space
stations.
Replicators
come
programmed
with
the
'blueprints' for a wide range of foods, drinks,
clothing, household items, decorations, tools, and
other personal eﬀects. However, replicators have
trouble producing molecularly complex items (such
as the ﬂavor of a subtle wine) and mechanically
complex devices (such as a phaser or tricorder), and
that’s where an individual’s ability to program the
replicator comes in. Knowledge (Computers) is used
to produce complex or restricted items, with a
penalty depending on the object's complexity.
Programming a hand phaser or a convincing glass
of brandy, for example, requires familiarity with the

object, a Knowledge (Computers) roll at –2, and 1d4
hours of work. A living organism might require a
Knowledge (Computers) roll at –4 or more.

Space Suit  $5,000

The simple necessities of protecting the body
from the vacuum of space, insulation it from the cold,
and providing breathable air, mean that space suits
have changed very little since since their invention in
the 20th century. These suits allow humanoids to
survive in hostile environments, such as outer space,
toxic atmosphere, or extreme heat. They also provide
+2 Armor (full body), and come with magnetic boots
and tethers, as well as a comm system built into the
helmet. However, they are bulky and awkward,
causing –2 to all Agility-based skills, and reducing
Pace by 2.

Transporter Pattern Enhancers  $7,500

Patterns enhancers look like high-tech tentpoles,
and are deployed in a group of three or more poles
surrounding a diﬃcult-to-transport object or person.
When activated, they create a powerful signal boost
which a transporter can more easily lock onto,
providing +4 to a Knowledge (Starship Operations)
roll to transport. Good for transporting through
shields, kilometers of solid rock, plasma storms, and
other disruptions.

Tricorder  $3,000

These hand-held devices detect a multitude of
readings from the user's surroundings, using both
passive and active scans. They do not provide a ﬂat
bonus to Notice or any other skill; instead, using a
tricorder allows a character to scan for information
that would normally be out of range (or otherwise
hidden) from her senses, such as underground
vibrations, x-rays, magnetic readings, distant infrared
signals, and more. For example, a doctor using
Knowledge (Biology) to determine a Vulcan's cause of
death might normally learn that the individual was
killed by an energy burst to the chest. Using a
tricorder, however, she would be told the type and
direction of the energy beam, details about organ
damage, an accurate time of death, and so on. These
readings would not be possible without the tricorder.
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BUYING STUFF

In these leaner times, Starﬂeet oﬃcers are
required to "purchase" personal equipment, starship
modiﬁcations, new crew members, and ships
themselves, using Starﬂeet Requisition Points ($).
SRPs are granted by the ﬂeet either for completing
missions or otherwise impressing HQ. They
represent an oﬃcer's reputation in the ﬂeet.

STARFLEET'S AVAILABLE GEAR

Starﬂeet has a limited variety of gear available for
"purchase" using Requisition Points:

Starship Mods
All listed Modiﬁcations and Hindrances (see
Enemies, NPCs, Starships) are available for purchase,
with the one notable exception of Cloaking Devices.

Starship Weapons
Lasers, particle accelerators, mass drivers, and
torpedoes are available for purchase at any Starbase.
See the Sci Fi Companion for details and prices.
Any other weapons will need to be purchased
using the Black Market.

Personal Gear
All Phaser Weapons and Personal Equipment are
available for purchase. Melee weapons and grenades
can be purcahsed through the Black Market.

THE BLACK MARKET

With all Federation systems on strict rationing, a
healthy Black Market has sprung up to service the
needs of anyone who can pay.
All weapons, gear, and mods which are not
available through Starﬂeet can be purchased through
the Black Market, as well as narcotics, special
services, information, and any other illegal or
restricted goods. Starﬂeet is generally willing to turn
a blind eye to its oﬃcers using the Black Market, as
long as its ships remain eﬀective.

Prices
All listed prices are doubled when purchasing
through the Black Market. This is because Starﬂeet
Requisition Points must be exchanged for GoldPressed Latinum, the standard interstellar currency.

Contacting the Black Market
To contact the Black Market, a character must
make a Streetwise check. This check is modiﬁed by
their current location: more law-abiding societies
make the check more diﬃcult, and vice-versa.
Here's a guideline:
• Vulcan: –4 to Streetwise
• Sol (Earth): –2 to Streetwise
• Deep Space Nine (Bajor): Flat Streetwise
• Ferenginar: +2 to Streetwise
• Sheridan Station (an Orion Syndicate base):
Automatic success

SELLING STARSHIPS

Starﬂeet will oﬀer Requisition Points ($) for any
salvaged ships or mods you bring them.
In general, Starﬂeet will oﬀer 50% of the price for
a starship's chassis and any installed mods.
If the chassis has wounds, subtract another 10%
for each one. So, the least you can receive for a ship's
chassis is 20% of the full price (50% - 3x10% = 20%).
See the Sci Fi Companion's chapter on Starships for
chassis prices. See this campaign's chapter Enemies,
NPCs, Starships for mod prices.
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